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Introduction 

―Don‘t drive into the left ditch to avoid the right ditch.‖  While students at 

Wisconsin Lutheran Seminary, my classmates and I frequently heard this advice from 

Professor John Schuetze, who teaches both systematic theology and pastoral theology.  

He repeatedly warned us about two false extremes to avoid in the ministry.  The ―right 

ditch‖ is legalism—insisting upon laws or customs which are not decreed in Scripture 

and, as a result, replacing the gospel with the law.  The ―left ditch‖ is libertinism—

exerting Christian freedom to the point that it scandalizes and confuses other Christians 

and distorts the gospel.  Both movements are alive and well in the church at large today.  

Both movements threaten a clear and proper understanding of the Word of God in 

general, and the gospel of Christ in particular. 

Perhaps there is no area of church life where these two extremes are seen more 

frequently today than the church‘s liturgical life.  Noted Lutheran music scholar Carl 

Schalk has coined the terms ―rigid repristinators‖ and ―terminally hip‖ to describe these 

two camps.  Rigid repristinators are those who would suggest that historic Lutheran 

worship, duplicated as close to sixteenth century forms whenever possible, is the highest 

form of worship that the church can offer.  Innovation and creativity have little place in 

this philosophy.  In stark contrast, the terminally hip camp jumps on the latest fads and 

bandwagons until the next new movement comes along.  This movement tends to be 

more style-driven than content-driven.  Perhaps these statements are oversimplified, but 

there is no question that both movements exist in the church today.  One is legalism; the 

other is libertinism.  Both are threats to the gospel. 

These two extremes are nothing new in the church.  The false extremes of 

legalism and libertinism have been around the Lutheran church as long as the Lutheran 

church has been around.  As Luther faced Rome‘s legalism with his liturgical reforms, he 

simultaneously responded to the libertinism touted by the radical reformers.  It comes as 

no surprise, then, that Luther had something to say about both extremes. 

Apart from his Catechisms and the Smalcald Articles, Luther‘s writings are not 

official confessional documents of the Lutheran Church.  Lutherans acknowledge that 

Luther is not our pope, and we do not elevate his writings to or above the level of 

Scripture.  Nevertheless, there is a great deal of wisdom to be gleaned from Luther, 

especially on the matter of Christian freedom as it applies to the liturgy.  The 
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Confessions, by their very nature as doctrinal statements, deal strongly (though not 

exclusively) with the dogmatic side of adiaphora.  But there is also a pastoral side of 

adiaphora, and Luther‘s other writings offer useful wisdom in this respect.  In this essay, 

we will look at Luther‘s pastoral approach to adiaphora, a Greek word that means 

―indifferent [things]‖ and that, as a theological term, refers to activities in which God has 

not commanded or forbidden that something be done.  We will focus on the way Luther‘s 

scriptural understanding of adiaphora directed his liturgical reforms, and his responses to 

liturgical legalism and libertinism.  Luther‘s wise commentary for the sixteenth century 

will prove beneficial as we consider congregational worship life within WELS in the 

twenty-first century.  

The Right Extreme – Legalism 

Luther found himself in a church that had all but lost the gospel.  The medieval 

Roman Catholic Church emphasized a salvation that involved both the grace of God and 

the participation of human beings.  Although thoughts on human contributions toward 

salvation varied—from observing the seven sacraments, to the inner spiritual life, to 

moral living and godly meditation—the bottom line was consistent: ―On the principle 

question of how one comes to salvation, all were in agreement.  In one way or another, 

salvation came by fanning the spark of goodness that was left even in the most reprobate.  

If people just did their best, God would be gracious.  But they had to do their best.‖
2
 

The audience before me is well acquainted with the indulgency controversy that 

grew out of the work-righteous position of the medieval church.  Luther‘s ―Ninety-Five 

Theses‖ challenged the practice and sparked the Reformation of the church.  Another 

product of the medieval church‘s doctrine of salvation was its approach to worship.  The 

liturgy was viewed less as proclamation and administration of the grace of God, and more 

as a work that needed to be carried out properly to earn God‘s favor.  Roman Catholic 

liturgical scholars today refer to the era from the Reformation to the Second Vatican 

Council as the era of rubricism.  The term refers to the fact that priests and theologians 

were more concerned with the rubrics, or service directions, than they were with faith 

and piety.  Prior to Vatican II, there were over 360 ways that a priest could sin by not 

properly following the rubrics of the Mass. Some of these were even considered mortal 

sins. It was also a common practice for priests to conduct a mock Mass at an annual 

retreat in the presence of a canon lawyer, who afterward would critique the priest and tell 

him what changes had to be made in the way he conducted the Mass.
3
 

In 1521, the same year as the Diet of Worms, Luther took this kind of thinking to 

task in ―A Sermon on the Three Kinds of Good Life.‖  Luther proclaimed, 

Today there are many clergy who would have pangs of conscience ten times 

worse if they were to celebrate the mass without a maniple or a chasuble or an 

altar stone or a silver chalice and things like that, than if they had spoken five 

                                                 
2
 James M. Kittelson, Luther the Reformer (Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1986), 78. 

3
 Mark Francis, ―Introduction to Ritual,‖ course lecture for PLIT 222, Introduction to Liturgy, Santa 

Clara University, Santa Clara, California, 11 July 2005. 
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times in a scurrilous and scandalous fashion or told lies or spoken behind 

somebody‘s back, or otherwise injured their neighbor, so inseparably bound up 

with these external things is their conscience and so far removed from the things 

that matter. And what layman or man in the street does not endure worse pangs 

of conscience if he eats eggs or butter or meat on the eve of a saint‘s day or other 

fast day than if he had killed or been unchaste by word or deed? Yes, things are 

in such a state, owing to certain blind teachers, that no layman dare touch the 

chalice or corporal. A great fuss and matter of conscience is made of it if 

anybody unwittingly does touch it. It is worse than that! If an ordinary man were 

incautiously to touch the holy sacrament with his finger, they skin that finger for 

him. They make such a matter of conscience out of this affair that there is not a 

command or prohibition that I regard, they have become so ridiculous.
4
 

Luther also addressed the matter in The Babylonian Captivity of the Church: 

How many celebrants you can see everywhere, every day, who imagine they—

wretched men—have committed criminal offenses when they make some petty 

mistake, such as wearing the wrong vestment, or forgetting to wash their hands, 

or stumbling over their prayers! But the fact that they have no regard for or faith 

in the mass itself, namely, the divine promise, causes them not the slightest 

qualms of conscience. O worthless religion of this age of ours, the most godless 

and thankless of all ages!
5
 

The culture of rubricism that permeated the medieval Catholic Church, and the 

semi-Pelagian theology proclaimed by its theologians led to the opinion that the mass 

was not God‘s action toward human beings, but a good work which a priest offered to 

God on behalf of the people.  As far as Luther was concerned, this view was especially 

seen in the canon, or Eucharistic Prayer, that surrounded the celebration of Holy 

Communion.  Luther had little good to say about this portion of the mass. 

That utter abomination follows which forces all that precedes in the mass into its 

service and is, therefore, called the offertory. From here on almost everything 

smacks and savors of sacrifice. And the words of life and salvation [the Words of 

Institution] are imbedded in the midst of it all, just as the ark of the Lord once 

stood in the idol‘s temple next to Dagon. And there was no Israelite who could 

approach or bring back the ark until it ―smote his enemies in the hinder parts, 

putting them to a perpetual reproach,‖ and forced them to return it—which is a 

parable of the present time. Let us, therefore, repudiate everything that smacks of 

sacrifice, together with the entire canon and retain only that which is pure and 

holy, and so order our mass.
6
 

In contrast to the rubricism of Rome, Luther stated in comments connected to his 

Latin Mass that he would like to see a much freer approach taken with the liturgy.  No 

one should be considered guilty of sin for omitting one element or including another.  

                                                 
4
 ―A Sermon on the Three Kinds of Good Life,‖ in Martin Luther’s Basic Theological Writings, 2

nd
 ed. 

(ed. Timothy F. Lull; Minneapolis: Fortress, 2005), 142-143. 
5
 ―The Babylonian Captivity of the Church,‖ in Luther’s Works, Vol. 36, Word and Sacrament II, 

American Edition (ed. Abdel Ross Wentz; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1959), 43. 
6
 ―An Order of Mass and Communion for the Church at Wittenberg,‖ in Luther’s Works, Vol. 53, 

Liturgy and Hymns, American Edition (ed. Ulrich S. Leupold; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1965), 25-26. 
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The Scriptures do not require a particular rite, and the early church exhibited a variety of 

rites while maintaining the same essentials in worship.  Luther exhibits a spirit of 

Christian freedom that was a breath of fresh air in comparison to the legalism of his day. 

In all these matters we will want to beware lest we make binding what should be 

free, or make sinners of those who may do some things differently or omit others. 

… Therefore, it is not in these matters that anyone should either seek or establish 

as law some indispensable form by which he might ensnare or harass 

consciences. Nor do we find any evidence for such an established rite, either in 

the early fathers or in the primitive church, but only in the Roman church. But 

even if they had decreed anything in this matter as a law, we would not have to 

observe it, because these things neither can nor should be bound by laws. Further, 

even if different people make use of different rites, let no one judge or despise 

the other, but every man be fully persuaded in his own mind [Rom. 14:5]. Let us 

feel and think the same, even though we may act differently. And let us approve 

each other‘s rites lest schisms and sects should result from this diversity in 

rites—as has happened in the Roman church.
7
 

In this writer‘s opinion, the greater threat within our circles is libertinism, not 

legalism.  One brother pastor observed to me that the problem with legalism in the WELS 

is not that we have abundant instances of it, but that we don‘t always accurately identify 

what legalism is—especially in the realm of worship.
8
  We do know that the mention of 

the term is enough to win an argument!  Throw out the charge of legalism (or pietism, for 

that matter) and you will generally win the debate—so it seems.  But the charge of 

legalism does not necessarily mean that legalism exists. 

Given the preceding observation, perhaps it would be beneficial to discuss what 

legalism is not: 

 The pursuit of excellence and the establishment of high standards for worship 

is not legalism.  The pursuit of excellence rightly belongs in the realm of 

sanctification:  In light of God‘s undeserved grace and mercy shown to us in 

his Son‘s redeeming work, how else can we respond but to put our best 

efforts forward in preaching, presiding, and performing musically during the 

gathering of God‘s people in his house?
9
 

 The desire for general commonality in worship forms is not legalism.  The 

insistence of rigid, lockstep commonality would, of course, be a legalistic 

desire.  But the reality that ―‗Everything is permissible‘—but not everything 

is beneficial‖ (1 Corinthians 10:23) may lead us to agree in a brotherly way 

                                                 
7
 ―An Order of Mass and Communion for the Church at Wittenberg,‖ 30-31. 

8
 I asked several pastors to review the original version of this essay (see footnote 1) before I revised it.  

Three of them also commented that liturgical legalism does not appear to be a current problem in WELS.  

If this essay were being presented to a different (non-WELS) body, the second half of part one would read 

differently. 
9
 For a thorough discussion of this specific point, see James Huebner‘s 1999 keynote address to the 

WELS National Conference on Worship, Music, and the Arts, titled, Excellence in Worship, available 

through the WELS Commission on Worship‘s website. 
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to use common forms that are widely recognized to be clear, Christ-centered 

communications of the gospel.
10

  

 Finally, when a person takes a stand against a practice that is theologically 

ambiguous or controversial, that also is not legalism.  The fact that 

something may cause controversy—and therefore, division in the church—is 

certainly reason for concern.  If the stand is, ―That‘s not the way we do 

things,‖ then we might be flirting with legalism.  But if the concern is that a 

practice will not be beneficial, or that it might be divisive, then the concern is 

in the same spirit the apostle Paul exhibited in 1 Corinthians 8-10. 

Even though liturgical legalism does not appear to be a major problem in our 

midst, we should take care that we do not needlessly give an impression that there are 

liturgical laws legislating worship.  Rubrics are suggestions—usually with good rationale, 

but suggestions nonetheless.  Customs are established for good reasons, but they are not 

ceremonial law.  And a pastor‘s passing comment, ―That‘s just wrong,‖ might be 

misperceived by a layman as objective truth, when all the pastor really meant by ―wrong‖ 

is the same thing NFL fans mean when they say that it‘s just wrong for a certain 40-year-

old quarterback to wear purple. 

The Left Extreme – Libertinism 

Given the situation that existed in the church at Luther‘s time, one might suspect 

that the best way to reform the church would be with a ―clean sweep,‖ throwing out 

everything that smacked of the Roman Catholic Church and rebuilding the church and its 

worship from the ground up.  It is interesting and instructive to see that Luther did not 

take this approach.  In fact, when some of his contemporaries tried to take this approach, 

Luther stood his ground and would not drive into the left ditch to avoid the right one. 

The leader of the so-called radical reformation was Andreas Karlstadt.  While 

Luther was in exile at the Wartburg Castle (early May 1521 to early March 1522), 

Karlstadt and company pushed reforms faster than many people could accept or 

understand them.  He presided at the 1521 Christmas Day Mass in Wittenberg without 

wearing the traditional vestments, and offered both the host and cup to communicants.  

Large crowds of people disturbed traditional services held later that night.  There were 

incidents of riots in which people tore out side altars and burned portraits and sacred oil.  

While the enacted reforms were congruent with Luther‘s criticisms, the manner in which 

they were carried out troubled Luther greatly.
11

 

These reports led Luther to return to Wittenberg and address this radical approach 

from the pulpit on March 9, 1522. 

For Luther the time had come to preach the law.  Without compromise he 

declared that ―a faith without love is not enough.  Indeed, it is no faith at all; in 

fact it is a false faith, just as a face seen in a mirror is not a face but merely the 

                                                 
10

 Part three of the essay will discuss Luther‘s encouragement toward common orders. 
11

 Kittelson, Luther the Reformer, 179-180. 
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image of one.‖ Love did not coerce others.  It served them.  Rome was 

condemned because it forced Christians to fast, to receive only the bread in 

Communion, without touching it with their hands, and to confess their sins to a 

priest.  But now the Wittenbergers were doing the same thing.  The only 

difference was that they were coercing the faithful to do the opposite of what 

Rome demanded.  Luther declared that he was ready to leave them forever.  ―No 

foe, regardless of how much pain he has inflicted on me, has so put the screws to 

me as you have right here.‖
12

 

Several of Luther‘s writings indicate his concern that Christians should not 

overreact to the legalism of Rome and create a worse problem.  In his rebuttal to the 

Anabaptist movement, Luther shows that harm is actually done to the church when 

reform becomes a knee-jerk reaction to the Roman Catholic Church without a careful 

examination of the reason for changing doctrine or practice. 

We on our part confess that there is much that is Christian and good under the 

papacy; indeed everything that is Christian and good is to be found there and has 

come to us from this source. For instance we confess that in the papal church 

there are the true holy Scriptures, true baptism, the true sacrament of the altar, the 

true keys to the forgiveness of sins, the true office of the ministry, the true 

catechism in the form of the Lord‘s Prayer, the Ten Commandments, and the 

articles of the creed. Similarly, the pope admits that we too, though condemned 

by him as heretics, and likewise all heretics, have the holy Scriptures, baptism, 

the keys, the catechism, etc. … 

[The enthusiasts] ought to come to the aid of Christendom which Antichrist has 

in his grip and tortures. They take a severe stand against the pope, but they miss 

their mark and murder the more terribly the Christendom under the pope. For if 

they would permit baptism and the sacrament of the altar to stand as they are, 

Christians under the pope might yet escape with their souls and be saved, as has 

been the case hitherto. But now when the sacraments are taken from them, they 

will most likely be lost, since even Christ himself is thereby taken away. Dear 

friend, this is not the way to blast the papacy while Christian saints are in his 

keeping. One needs a more cautious, discreet spirit, which attacks the accretion 

which threatens the temple without destroying the temple of God itself.
 13 

When applying these concerns to the liturgy, Luther warned about those who use 

the freedom of the gospel as a license to do whatever they please.  Rome dictated 

liturgical practice, leading to an overreaction that called for total freedom in forms with a 

complete break from the past.  But freedom from the liturgical legalism of Rome was not 

a license to do whatever one pleased in worship.  In fact, it leads one to major in minors 

and take the church‘s focus off the saving gospel message, which ought to be the heart of 

its proclamation and ministry. 

There are very many who, when they hear of this freedom of faith, immediately 

turn it into an occasion for the flesh and think that now all things are allowed 

                                                 
12

 Kittelson, Luther the Reformer, 182. 
13

 ―Concerning Rebaptism,‖ in Martin Luther’s Basic Theological Writings, 2
nd

 ed. (ed. Timothy F. 

Lull; Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2005), 241-242. 
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them. They want to show that they are free men and Christians only by despising 

and finding fault with ceremonies, traditions, and human laws; as if they were 

Christians because on stated days they do not fast or eat meat when others fast, or 

because they do not use the accustomed prayers, and with upturned nose scoff at 

the precepts of men, although they utterly disregard all else that pertains to the 

Christian religion. … 

The Apostle Paul…says, ―Let not him who eats despise him who abstains, and let 

not him who abstains pass judgment on him who eats‖ [Rom. 14:3]. Here you see 

that they who neglect and disparage ceremonies, not out of piety, but out of mere 

contempt, are reproved, since the Apostle teaches us not to despise them. Such 

men are puffed up by knowledge. On the other hand, he teaches those who insist 

on the ceremonies not to judge the others, for neither party acts toward the other 

according to the love that edifies. Wherefore we ought to listen to Scripture 

which teaches that we should not go aside to the right or to the left [Deut. 28:14] 

but follow the statutes of the Lord which are right, ―rejoicing the heart‖ [Ps. 

19:8]. As a man is not righteous because he keeps and clings to the works and 

forms of the ceremonies, so also will a man not be counted righteous merely 

because he neglects and despises them.
14

 

The principles Luther maps out above in The Freedom of a Christian are applied 

to the liturgy in his short letter from 1525, A Christian Exhortation to the Livonians.
15

  

Though the Word of God makes no liturgical and ceremonial requirements for the 

worship life of the church, this does not suggest leaders are free to do whatever suits their 

tastes.  Elsewhere in A Christian Exhortation Luther cautions lest Christians wrongly 

perceive that a particular established order is divinely prescribed.  As for liturgical 

libertinism, he appeals to Paul‘s words on Christian freedom in Romans and 1 

Corinthians and warns, 

For even though from the viewpoint of faith, the external orders are free and can 

without scruples be changed by anyone at any time, yet from the viewpoint of 

love, you are not free to use this liberty, but bound to consider the edification of 

the common people, as St. Paul says, 1 Corinthians 14[:40], ―All things should be 

done to edify,‖ and 1 Corinthians 6[:12], ―All things are lawful for me, but not all 

things are helpful,‖ and 1 Corinthians 8[:1], ―Knowledge puffs up, but love 

builds up.‖ Think also of what he says there about those who have a knowledge 

of faith and of freedom, but who do not know how to use it; for they use it not for 

the edification of the people but for their own vainglory. 

Now when your people are confused and offended by your lack of uniform order, 

you cannot plead, ―Externals are free. Here in my own place I am going to do as I 

please.‖ But you are bound to consider the effect of your attitude on others. By 

faith be free in your conscience toward God, but by love be bound to serve your 

neighbor‘s edification, as also St. Paul says, Romans 14 [15:2], ―Let each of us 

                                                 
14

 ―The Freedom of a Christian,‖ in Martin Luther’s Basic Theological Writings, 2
nd

 ed. (ed. Timothy 

F. Lull; Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2005), 408-409. 
15

 This observation is made in the editorial comments prior to ―A Christian Exhortation to the 

Livonians Concerning Public Worship and Concord,‖ in Luther’s Works, Vol. 53, Liturgy and Hymns, 

American Edition (ed. Ulrich S. Leupold; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1965), 43. 
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please his neighbor for his good, to edify him.‖ For we should not please 

ourselves, since Christ also pleased not himself, but us all.
16

 

Luther‘s warnings about liturgical libertinism sound a prophetic ring today.  In 

this writer‘s opinion, if there is an aspect of adiaphora that deserves greater attention and 

thought within our own circles, it is the way we use our freedom in worship forms.  

Discussions about the New Testament gospel freedom we enjoy have not always or 

equally considered another important facet of adiaphora—whether or not a proposed 

practice is wise.  How will our actions affect others?  Will a proposed practice be divisive 

in our fellowship?  Will a proposed practice clearly communicate law and gospel?  Please 

permit some examples that will make this discussion more concrete. 

The congregation I serve is located about a half hour‘s drive south of San 

Francisco.  Because our synod‘s presence is limited in the San Francisco Bay area, we are 

the closest WELS congregation to San Francisco.  If someone in San Francisco wants to 

affiliate with a WELS church in this area, he or she has one option—Gloria Dei in 

Belmont—unless the individual is willing to pay bridge tolls or travel an extra 30 to 45 

minutes to attend worship elsewhere. 

On three different occasions over the past several years, a single 20-something 

person has moved to our area, attended worship for a short period of time, but chosen not 

to affiliate with us or ended affiliation with us because we did not offer contemporary 

worship as another WELS congregation in a previous setting had done.  One of these 

cases involved a young woman who joined our church, worshipped regularly for about a 

year, and then discontinued her attendance.  Sometime after we stopped seeing her on 

Sunday morning, she explained that she appreciated our kindness and warmth, but that 

she was worshipping elsewhere because we did not offer contemporary worship.  Her 

words were saddening but eye-opening: ―If I felt as though my faith was in a good, strong 

position where I am now, I would stay at Gloria Dei. … With prayerful consideration, I 

have decided to attend services elsewhere. … Although I understand you‘ll have to 

remove me from your membership, I still consider myself a WELS Lutheran.  I don‘t 

believe I‘m changing my beliefs just because I‘m not attending your church.‖
17

 

Anyone who attends worship at our congregation will be fed by the gospel, 

administered in absolution, Scripture, preaching, and the Supper.  And even though the 

other congregations these three individuals came from shared a common confession of 

faith with mine, their worship experience led them to leave—and, at least in one case, 

with the false assumption that faith was not being nurtured because of a different worship 

style.  Luther‘s previously cited words could not identify the problem better: 

                                                 
16

 ―A Christian Exhortation to the Livonians Concerning Public Worship and Concord,‖ 48.  The 

appendix of this paper includes the entire text of this short letter from Luther. 
17

 For every instance cited in this paragraph, I have had many more people in the same demographic 

range come to our congregation, express their appreciation for our service, and even mention their dislike 

of the examples of contemporary worship they have seen previously.  But one can hardly be delighted 

about these statements when they reveal the lack of harmony that is developing among our parishioners 

from significantly differing worship practices. 
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Now when your people are confused and offended by your lack of uniform order, 

you cannot plead, ―Externals are free. Here in my own place I am going to do as I 

please.‖ But you are bound to consider the effect of your attitude on others. By 

faith be free in your conscience toward God, but by love be bound to serve your 

neighbor‘s edification.
18

 

In addition to the effect that our actions have in our larger fellowship, a second 

concern that needs to be considered is the confession given by the worship practices we 

adopt.  In other words, what message does our practice send to others?  Will our practices 

edify others by a clear proclamation of the gospel, or can our practices inadvertently send 

the wrong message?  Two examples will demonstrate this concern. 

A layman shared with me an order of worship from a WELS congregation he 

visited, which included the following dialogue after the opening songs and invocation: 

M: Lord, we have come together for our common worship, 

  yet each of us brings something different to this service. 

C: Some of us have come happy and grateful 

and want to give you thanks. 

Some have come sad and disappointed 

 and need you to comfort and encourage. 

Some have come with guilt and shame 

 and need your forgiveness and renewal. 

Some have come confused and uncertain 

 and need to be answered and redirected. 

Some have come with no particular feeling at all 

 and need to be challenged and made to see the truth. 

M: Help us, Lord, that during this worship each of us may have our needs met. 

C: Together we will pray to you and sing your praise. 

 We also will offer you our personal, silent prayers. 

But most importantly, send us your Spirit 

 to make us ready to hear and to act on your words of life. 

M: We pray in Jesus‘ name, who is the way and the truth and the life.  Amen. 

C: (Lord’s Prayer) 

 

No doubt the pastor who developed this responsive reading wanted to bring some 

variety to the beginning of this service.  We should not condemn anyone‘s desire for 

variety and creativity, but I hope that we would be concerned about the theological 

ambiguity in some of the preceding statements.  Do only ―some‖ people come to worship 

―with guilt and shame,‖ or do all of us bear the disease of original sin with its many daily 

manifestations?  Do only ―some‖ people need the Spirit‘s ―comfort and 

encourage[ment]‖?  Do we come to worship so that ―each of us may have our needs 

met,‖ or do we all have the same, common, singular need for grace and forgiveness?  Is 

the ―most [important]‖ aspect of worship that God ―send us [his] Spirit‖ so that we ―hear 

                                                 
18

 ―A Christian Exhortation to the Livonians Concerning Public Worship and Concord,‖ 48.  Emphasis 

added. 
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and act on [his] words of life‖ or so that we repent of our sins, hear the good news of 

salvation, and believe that Christ is our Savior and Redeemer? 

Prior to the publication of Christian Worship: Supplement, I had the opportunity 

to review several liturgical items that would be included in the book.  During the review 

process, I was impressed by the careful consideration given even to minute details—such 

as whether or not to include the sign of the cross in the Words of Institution, or how 

informational footnotes would be phrased in Divine Service II.  Even the smallest details 

received serious consideration.  The supplement‘s committee and reviewers wanted every 

feature of this new resource to proclaim the Word of God clearly; they also wanted to 

avoid any unclear statements that would lead to an unintentionally ambiguous confession.  

If that is the high standard followed for official worship materials, shouldn‘t it also be the 

standard for anything we produce at the local level? 

The concern about clear proclamation also extends to the song texts we use in 

worship.  Earlier this year, I attended a service at a WELS congregation which included 

the song, ―The Voice of Truth‖ by Casting Crowns.  Here is the text: 

Oh, what I would do to have the kind of faith it takes  

To climb out of this boat I'm in onto the crashing waves, 

To step out of my comfort zone into the realm of the unknown  

Where Jesus is, and he's holding out his hand. 

But the waves are calling out my name and they laugh at me, 

Reminding me of all the times I've tried before and failed. 

The waves they keep on telling me time and time again, 

"Boy, you'll never win, you'll never win." 

But the Voice of truth tells me a different story; 

the Voice of truth says "Do not be afraid!" 

and the Voice of truth says "This is for My glory." 

Out of all the voices calling out to me, 

I will choose to listen and believe the Voice of truth. 

Oh, what I would do to have the kind of strength it takes 

To stand before a giant with just a sling and a stone, 

Surrounded by the sound of a thousand warriors  

shaking in their armor wishing they'd have had the strength to stand. 

But the giant's calling out my name and he laughs at me, 

Reminding me of all the times I've tried before and failed. 

The giant keeps on telling me time and time again, 

"Boy you'll never win, you'll never win." 

But the voice of truth tells me a different story; 

the Voice of truth says "Do not be afraid!" 

and the Voice of truth says "This is for My glory." 

Out of all the voices calling out to me, 

I will choose to listen and believe the Voice of truth 
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But the stone was just the right size to put the giant on the ground, 

and the waves they don't seem so high from on top of them looking down. 

I will soar with the wings of eagles when I stop and listen to the sound of Jesus singing over me. 

But the Voice of truth tells me a different story; 

the Voice of truth says "Do not be afraid!"  

and the Voice of truth says "This is for my glory."  

Out of all the voices calling out to me (calling out to me), 

I will choose to listen and believe (I will choose to listen and believe), 

I will choose to listen and believe the Voice of truth. 

I will listen and believe, 

I will listen and believe the Voice of truth. 

I will listen and believe, 

'Cause Jesus you are the Voice of truth, 

And I will listen to you ... oh, you are the Voice of truth. 

As I heard the band sing the repeating words of the chorus, ―I will choose to listen 

and believe the Voice of truth,‖ I couldn‘t help but compare these words to the Small 

Catechism‘s explanation of the Third Article of the Apostles‘ Creed: ―I believe that I 

cannot by my own thinking or choosing believe in Jesus Christ my Lord or come to him.‖ 

The lyrics of this song are written from a believer‘s perspective.  The Christian 

compares his challenges to Peter‘s doubts walking on the water and to any fears the boy 

David may have felt facing Goliath.  From that perspective, one could say that the 

Christian struggles daily to follow the Word of God and believe the promises of God 

rather than give in to the lies and deceit of Satan and his sinful flesh.  In that sense, our 

New Man can say, ―I will choose to listen and believe the voice of truth.‖ 

But what will people in the pew understand by these words?  The church where 

this song was sung describes itself as an outreach-minded congregation.  What message 

will the unbelieving visitor hear in these words?  Even a Christian, viewing the lyrics 

from a believer‘s perspective, might be given the wrong impression with the choice of the 

verb ―believe‖ (as opposed to ―follow‖ or ―obey‖).
19

 

I want to put the most charitable understanding on a brother pastor or sister 

congregation‘s actions as possible.  The Eighth Commandment calls us all to do that.  But 

I also cannot deny that, at best, this text fails to breathe the spirit of Lutheranism.  Even 

though I have the freedom to use this text, is this a wise choice for Lutheran worship? 

Our Lutheran forefathers refused to reintroduce Roman Catholic liturgical 

practices that would have given the impression that they had conceded to Rome‘s 

doctrines and decrees.
20

  Our Lutheran forefathers refused to use ambiguous distribution 

formulas that could have allowed communicants to read their own interpretations into 

                                                 
19

 I am not aware of any instances in Scripture where the verbs commonly translated ―believe‖ 

(πιστεύω and ָאַמן) are used to describe sanctification. 
20

 The Augsburg and Leipzig Interims (May 15, 1548, and December 21, 1548). 
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Jesus‘ words, ―This is my body,‖ and ―This is my blood.‖
21

  Lutherans today would be 

wise to hold to those same standards, lest the use of our freedom give an unclear 

confession of faith or be an unnecessary cause of offense. 

The Lutheran Middle Road 

Martin Luther did not fall prey to the idea that the Reformation should only be a 

reaction to Rome‘s abuses.  Rather than operating with a false dichotomy, Luther took a 

balanced approach with his reforms.  We read earlier that he agreed there was much good 

under the papacy, although the good was polluted with abuses and consequently clouded 

the pure gospel.   So Luther‘s goal was to correct the wrongs, not merely to go in the 

opposite direction of Rome.  As he aimed for a balanced approach, Luther was not shy to 

condemn the two false extremes. 

The pope destroys freedom in commanding outright that the sacrament is to be 

elevated, and would have it a statute and a law. He who refrains from keeping his 

law sins. The factious spirit destroys freedom in forbidding outright that the 

sacrament be elevated, and would have it a prohibition, a statute, and a law. He 

who does not act in accordance with this law sins. Here Christ is driven away by 

both parties. One pushes him out of the front [door], the other drives him out the 

rear [door]. One errs on the left side, the other on the right, and neither remains 

on the path of true freedom. … 

Now the elevation of the sacrament, wearing the tonsure, putting on the chasuble 

and alb, etc., are matters concerning which God has given neither 

commandments nor prohibitions. Therefore everyone is to have freedom of 

choice to do these things or refrain from doing them. God wants us to have such 

freedom, etc. Since the pope does not allow for such freedom of action, but curbs 

it with his teaching and commandment, he usurps the office of God and sets 

himself arrogantly in God‘s place, as St. Paul has forewarned concerning him [II 

Thess. 2:4]. He makes sin where God would have no sin, and thereby kills souls 

and binds consciences. Since Dr. Karlstadt does not allow for freedom to refrain 

from doing what needs not be done, but compels with prohibitions and teaching, 

saying one must not elevate the host, etc., he also usurps the office of God and 

sets himself in his place. He makes sin where there neither can nor should be any 

sin. Thus he kills souls on this side, as does the pope on the other side, and both 

of them, like murderers of souls, destroy Christian liberty. 

We however take the middle course and say: There is to be neither commanding 

nor forbidding, neither to the right nor to the left. We are neither papistic nor 

Karlstadtian, but free and Christian, in that we elevate or do not elevate the 

sacrament, how, where, when, as long as it pleases us, as God has given us the 

                                                 
21

 The 1821 agenda that was introduced as a part of the Prussian Union (1817). 
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liberty to do. … In this respect we are lords and will put up with no 

commandment, teaching, or prohibition.
22

 

As Luther sought the middle road, certain priorities became prevalent in his 

liturgical reforms.  The proclamation of the Word was chief among them: ―The preaching 

and teaching of God‘s Word is the most important part of the divine service.‖
23

  

Alongside the Word of God, the Lord‘s Supper was also a priority: ―Among Christians 

the whole service should center in the Word and sacrament.‖
24

  Elsewhere Luther 

specifically focuses on the Sacrament, explaining that worshippers are best served when 

they focus on the words of Christ that contain the gospel promise of forgiveness: ―The 

whole power of the mass consists in the words of Christ, in which he testifies that 

forgiveness of sins is bestowed on all those who believe that his body is given and his 

blood poured out for them. This is why nothing is more important for those who go to 

hear mass than to ponder these words diligently and in full faith.‖
25

  Furthermore, 

anything that clouded the gospel, especially in connection with the Sacrament, was to be 

eliminated.  After explaining that the old Roman Canon wrongly turned the Sacrament 

into sacrifice, Luther stated, ―Let us, therefore, repudiate everything that smacks of 

sacrifice, together with the entire canon and retain only that which is pure and holy, and 

so order our mass.‖
26

 

These principles served as the non-negotiables for Luther‘s liturgical reforms.  

But Luther also mapped out principles for the negotiables, the matters of Christian 

freedom that were not prescribed or denied by Scripture.  Luther hardly took a ―do as you 

please‖ approach for liturgical adiaphora.  His pastoral heart and practical wisdom 

especially shine through in this discussion. 

Luther knew the power of his influence on the Reformation movement.  Virtually 

anything he published received immediate attention and broad distribution.  Knowing 

this, he strongly emphasized in the preface to his German Mass that he had no intention 

of turning his particular service into new Lutheran canon law and requiring others to 

mechanically follow suit. 

In the first place, I would kindly and for God‘s sake request all those who see this 

order of service or desire to follow it: Do not make it a rigid law to bind or 

entangle anyone‘s conscience, but use it in Christian liberty as long, when, 

where, and how you find it to be practical and useful. For this is being published 

not as though we meant to lord it over anyone else, or to legislate for him, but 

because of the widespread demand for German masses and services and the 

general dissatisfaction and offense that has been caused by the great variety of 

new masses, for everyone makes his own order of service. Some have the best 

                                                 
22

 ―Against the Heavenly Prophets in the Matter of Images and Sacraments,‖ in Luther’s Works, Vol. 

40, Church and Ministry II, American Edition (ed. Conrad Bergendoff; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1958), 128-

130. Emphasis added. 
23

 ―The German Mass and Order of Service,‖ in Luther’s Works, Vol. 53, Liturgy and Hymns, 

American Edition (ed. Ulrich S. Leupold; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1965), 68. 
24

 ―The German Mass and Order of Service,‖ 90. 
25

 ―The Babylonian Captivity of the Church,‖ 43. 
26

 ―An Order of Mass and Communion for the Church at Wittenberg,‖ 26. 
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intentions, but others have no more than an itch to produce something novel so 

that they might shine before men as leading lights, rather than being ordinary 

teachers—as is always the ease with Christian liberty: very few use it for the 

glory of God and the good of the neighbor; most use it for their own advantage 

and pleasure. But while the exercise of this freedom is up to everyone‘s 

conscience and must not be cramped or forbidden, nevertheless, we must make 

sure that freedom shall be and remain a servant of love and of our fellow-man.
27

 

Luther champions Christian freedom as he offers his service for public use, not 

wanting his service to be thought of as the only correct order.  But he also recognizes that 

freedom needs to be practiced wisely.  The preceding quote indicates that many attempts 

were made to produce German rites, but not all were of equal value.  Another facet 

Luther asked pastors to consider was the confusion that followed when multiple rites 

existed in the same region.  While Christian freedom allowed for different church orders, 

wisdom suggested that it would be best for pastors to work collaboratively, agreeing to 

common rites in their own vicinities and offering advice on one another‘s rites before 

they are publicly used. 

Where the people are perplexed and offended by these differences in liturgical 

usage, however, we are certainly bound to forego our freedom and seek, if 

possible, to better rather than to offend them by what we do or leave undone. 

Seeing then that this external order, while it cannot affect the conscience before 

God, may yet serve the neighbor, we should seek to be of one mind in Christian 

love, as St. Paul teaches [Rom. 15:5–6; I Cor. 1:10; Phil. 2:2]. As far as possible 

we should observe the same rites and ceremonies, just as all Christians have the 

same baptism and the same sacrament [of the altar] and no one has received a 

special one of his own from God. … It would be well if the service in every 

principality would be held in the same manner and if the order observed in a 

given city would also be followed by the surrounding towns and villages; 

whether those in other principalities hold the same order or add to it ought to be a 

matter of free choice and not of constraint.
28

 

Luther also addresses the matter of ritual, ceremony, and liturgical customs.  Once 

again, Luther keeps a balanced approach.  He does not make ―papistic‖ rules about what 

must be done, nor does he take a ―Karlstadtian‖ approach and forbid ceremonies and 

other customs.  Because of their ability to communicate symbolically, he speaks highly of 

ceremonies and customs, while not placing them on the same level as the Christ-ordained 

sacraments.  ―The outward show of vestments, holy places, foods, and all the endless 

ceremonies doubtless symbolize excellent things to be fulfilled in the spirit, yet, because 

there is no word of divine promise attached to these things, they can in no way be 

compared with the signs of baptism and the bread.‖
29

  Luther‘s rule of thumb for 

ceremonies is that they should feel natural.  The Liturgy ought not be weighed down with 

legalistic rubrics, but whatever visual elements there are in worship should flow naturally 

with the content of the service.  ―Moderation should…be observed in the use of 

ceremonies, lest they become a burden and a chore. They must remain so light that they 
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are not felt, just as at a wedding no one thinks it a chore or a burden to conform his 

actions to those of the other people present.‖
30

 

Practically speaking, how did Luther utilize these principles in his liturgical 

reforms?  Perhaps the best way to see this is to compare the outlines of his Latin and 

German Masses side-by-side. 

Formula Missae (Latin Mass) Deutsche Messe (German Mass) 

 

1. Introit 1. Hymn or Psalm 

2. Kyrie 2. Kyrie 

3. Gloria (may be omitted) 3. Collect 

4. Collect 4. Epistle 

5. Epistle 5. Hymn* 

6. Gradual 6. Gospel 

7. Gospel 7. Creedal Hymn* 

8. Creed 8. Sermon 

9. Sermon 9. Lord‘s Prayer (paraphrase) 

10. Preface 10. Exhortation 

11. Verba (in post-preface prayer) 11. Verba (proclaimed to people) 

12. Sanctus/Benedictus 12. Sanctus or Hymn* 

13. Lord‘s Prayer 13. Distribution of Host 

14. Pax 14. Agnus Dei or Hymn* 

15. Agnus Dei 15. Distribution of Cup 

16. Distribution 16. Collect 

17. Collect 17. Blessing 

18. Blessing * specific hymns were suggested for these places in the service 

 

 

On the one hand, Luther‘s reforms are remarkably conservative for a man who 

broke away from the Roman Catholic Church.  In the preface to his Latin service, Luther 

stated that his goal was never to start anew, but to preserve what was good and to 

eliminate the bad.  ―It is not now nor ever has been our intention to abolish the liturgical 

service of God completely, but rather to purify the one that is now in use from the 

wretched accretions which corrupt it and to point out an evangelical use.‖
31

  Since there 

was really nothing objectionable in the basic outline of the mass, and since the gospel 

could be proclaimed through the preceding elements, Luther retained the liturgical flow 

of worship with what appears to be only minor adaptations. 

From another perspective, one could just as persuasively argue that Luther‘s 

reforms were quite bold.  He considered the Gloria optional in the Latin service and 

didn‘t even mention it in his German service.  He took great liberties with the traditional 

mass texts in the German service, paraphrasing them to fit hymn tunes, and even 
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eliminating the Benedictus text from the Sanctus.
32

  He suggested a paraphrase of the 

Lord‘s Prayer, either using his own or another suitable one prepared locally.  The Words 

of Institution are encompassed in a prayer in the Latin Mass, but are proclaimed to the 

people in the German Mass.  The Eucharistic Prayers are completely removed, leaving 

only the Words of Institution and the Lord‘s Prayer in their place.  The Preface dialogue 

is substituted with an exhortation in the German service. 

Luther‘s services demonstrate a careful balance.  He refrained from establishing 

new liturgical law.  He wisely considered how God‘s people can be edified without 

causing confusion or scandal.  He didn‘t repeat the old or establish the new just because 

he could.  By all accounts, Luther achieved his desired purpose for balanced liturgical 

reform that keeps Christ at the center, and set an excellent example for those who bear his 

name today. 

Conclusion: A Vision for Worship in the WELS 

Professor James Tiefel has often made the statement that we are living in ―the 

liturgical period of the Judges in which each man does what is right in his own eyes.‖
33

  

But we have seen that an ―every man for himself‖ approach hardly personifies the kind of 

unity that churches and pastors in confessional fellowship should share with one another.  

Imagine what WELS could look like if we took Luther‘s advice about worship and 

Christian freedom to heart and implemented his ideas in our midst.  Call this my ―vision‖ 

for worship in WELS: 

 Out of Christian concern for one another, our congregations would agree in a 

general way to follow particular patterns or outlines for worship (e.g. the 

liturgy, daily office, Triduum, gathering rites, etc.).  At the same time, we 

would encourage variation within the orders, both musically and liturgically.  

The Commission on Worship has already released several musical settings of 

the liturgy, as well as settings of Daily Office rites.  The Commission on 

Worship can also direct congregations to other settings which fit the musical 

resources and cultural understanding of music in a particular congregation. 

 In addition to the invaluable study and fellowship we enjoy at circuit 

meetings, those regular gatherings provide an opportunity to discuss worship 

issues with fellow pastors.  Churches considering the introduction of 

something new in worship can seek the advice of neighboring pastors, so that 

worship innovations receive valuable feedback from a variety of 

perspectives. By offering brotherly and constructive criticism, new worship 

concepts can be evaluated with gospel proclamation in mind, as well as a 

concern for our larger fellowship.  We would prevent the unfortunate and 

awkward scenarios that have sometimes developed when one congregation 
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begins a new practice and others, who may have concerns about the practice, 

find out about it ―through the grapevine.‖  As new worship concepts receive 

approval locally, they can be presented to the Commission on Worship for 

further review and refinement, and if found suitable, presented to the synod 

at large for wide-scale use.  (In a sense, this is already happening with the 

menu of sample services now available through the Commission on 

Worship‘s section on the WELS Intranet). 

 Educational lessons about Christian freedom could be regularly offered to 

our members via Catechism instruction, membership courses,
34

 and teen and 

adult Bible classes, with an emphasis on the church‘s worship life.  Members 

of all ages will benefit knowing why the liturgy has been an integral part of 

Lutheran worship heritage, how the liturgy supports gospel proclamation, and 

why gospel proclamation is an essential element in worship.  With that 

understanding, our members will be better equipped to discern between wise 

and unwise liturgical practices.  Our members will also be more 

understanding of other legitimate practices observed in congregations within 

our fellowship if they have a clearer understanding of biblical principles 

regarding Christian freedom. 

Is this vision a long-shot?  Practically speaking, yes, it is.  But increased Bible 

Class attendance, more generous stewardship, and more aggressive evangelism are also 

challenging goals to strive for, yet well worth the effort.  The Lutheran Reformation was 

even more of a long-shot!  And now Lutherans, and even the church at large, have 

benefitted from the reforms undertaken by Martin Luther and his colleagues. 

Liturgical education regarding adiaphora and worship will take time, but it will be 

time well spent: time spent reviewing how Word and sacraments deliver the gospel to us 

today, time spent learning the nature of Christian freedom and how we can wisely use 

that freedom today, time spent understanding how and when a different liturgical practice 

may confuse gospel proclamation, and how and when another liturgical practice may 

actually proclaim the same gospel message.  These are lofty goals to aim for, but they are 

worthwhile goals on our way to achieving worship that stays on the Lutheran middle 

road. 

 

                                                 
34

 I have developed my own Bible Information Class curriculum, which includes several short 

references connecting a point of doctrine studied in a lesson to a particular practice we follow in worship.  

These short additions near the end of several lessons have been one of the most beneficial additions to our 
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Appendix 

 

A CHRISTIAN EXHORTATION TO THE LIVONIANS 

CONCERNING PUBLIC WORSHIP AND CONCORD
*
 

 

Martin Luther 

June 17, 1525 

 

To all beloved Christians in Livonia with their pastors and preachers, grace and 

peace from God our Father and our Lord Jesus Christ. 

We should thank God the Father of all mercy greatly and at all times on account 

of you, dear sirs and friends, who according to the unsearchable riches of his grace has 

brought you to the treasure of his Word, in which you possess the knowledge of his clear 

Son, i.e., a sure pledge of the life and salvation which awaits you in heaven and has been 

prepared for all who steadfastly persevere in true faith and fervent love unto the end—

even as we hope and pray that the merciful Father will preserve you and us, and perfect 

us in one mind, according to the likeness of his dear Son, Jesus Christ, our Lord. Amen. 

However, I have heard from reliable witnesses that faction and disunion have 

arisen among you, because some of your preachers do not teach and act in accord, but 

each follows his own sense and judgment. And I almost believe this; for we must 

remember that it will not be any better with us than it was with the Corinthians and other 

Christians at the time of St. Paul, when divisions and dissension arose among Christ‘s 

people. Even as St. Paul himself acknowledges and says, ―There must be factions and 

sects among you so that those who are genuine become known‖ [I Cor. 11.19]. For Satan 

is not satisfied with being the prince and god of the world. He also wants to be among the 

children of God, Job 1 [:6], and ―prowls about like a roaring lion seeking someone to 

devour,‖ I Peter 5 [:8]. 

This causes confusion among the people. It prompts both the complaint, ―No one 

knows what he should believe or with whom he should side,‖ and the common demand 

for uniformity in doctrine and practice. In times gone by, councils were held for this 

purpose and all sorts of rulings and canons made in order to hold all the people to a 

common order. But in the end these rulings and canons became snares for the soul and 

pitfalls for the faith. So there is great danger on either side. And we need good spiritual 

teachers who will know how to lead the people with wisdom and discretion. 

For those who devise and ordain universal customs and orders get so wrapped up 

in them that they make them into dictatorial laws opposed to the freedom of faith. But 

those who ordain and establish nothing succeed only in creating as many factions as there 

are heads, to the detriment of that Christian harmony and unity of which St. Paul and St. 

Peter so frequently write. Still, we must express ourselves on these matters as well as we 

can, even though everything will not be done as we say and teach that it should be. 
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And first of all, I hope that you still hold pure and unblemished the teachings 

concerning faith, love, and cross-bearing and the principal articles of the knowledge of 

Christ. Then you will know how to keep your consciences clear before God, although 

even these simple teachings will not remain unassailed by Satan. Yes, he will even use 

external divisions about ceremonies to slip in and cause internal divisions in the faith. 

This is his method, which we know well enough from so many heresies. 

Therefore, we will deal with factions in our time as St. Paul dealt with them in 

his. He could not check them by force. Nor did he want to compel them by means of 

commands. Rather, he entreated them with friendly exhortations, for people who will not 

give in willingly when exhorted will comply far less when commanded. Thus he says in 

Philippians 2 [:1–4]: ―So if there is any encouragement in Christ, any incentive of love, 

any participation in the Spirit, any affection and sympathy, complete my joy by being of 

the same mind, having the same love, being in full accord and of one mind. Do nothing 

through strife or conceit, but in humility count others better than yourselves. Let each of 

you look not only to his own interests, but also to the interests of others.‖ Then he adds 

the example of Christ, who in obedience to the Father made himself the servant of all. 

Accordingly, I also shall exhort. First, I exhort your preachers with the same 

words as St. Paul, that they would consider all the good we have in Christ, the comfort, 

the encouragement, the Spirit, the love, the mercy, and in addition the example of Christ. 

In praise and thanksgiving for all these gifts, let them so conduct themselves that they 

establish and preserve unity of mind and spirit among themselves. They should be on 

their guard lest the devil sneak in through vainglory, which is especially dangerous and 

chiefly attack competent men who hold the office of the Word. There is no better way to 

do this than for each not to take himself too seriously and to think little of himself, but 

very highly of the others, or—as Christ teaches in the Gospel—to seat himself in the 

lowest place among the guests at the wedding [Luke 14:7–10]. 

Now even though external rites and orders—such as masses, singing, reading, 

baptizing—add nothing to salvation, yet it is un-Christian to quarrel over such things and 

thereby to confuse the common people. We should consider the edification of the lay folk 

more important than our own ideas and opinions. Therefore, I pray all of you, my dear 

sirs, let each one surrender his own opinions and get together in a friendly way and come 

to a common decision about these external matters, so that there will be one uniform 

practice throughout your district instead of disorder—one thing being done here and 

another there—lest the common people get confused and discouraged. 

For even though from the viewpoint of faith, the external orders are free and can 

without scruples be changed by anyone at any time, yet from the viewpoint of love, you 

are not free to use this liberty, but bound to consider the edification of the common 

people, as St. Paul says, I Corinthians 14 [:40], ―All things should be done to edify,‖ and 

I Corinthians 6 [:12], ―All things are lawful for me, but not all things are helpful,‖ and I 

Corinthians 8 [:1], ―Knowledge puffs up, but love builds up.‖ Think also of what he says 

there about those who have a knowledge of faith and of freedom, but who do not know 

how to use it; for they use it not for the edification of the people but for their own 

vainglory. 
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Now when your people are confused and offended by your lack of uniform order, 

you cannot plead, ―Externals are free. Here in my own place I am going to do as I 

please.‖ But you are bound to consider the effect of your attitude on others. By faith be 

free in your conscience toward God, but by love be bound to serve your neighbor‘s 

edification, as also St. Paul says, Romans 14 [15:2], ―Let each of us please his neighbor 

for his good, to edify him.‖ For we should not please ourselves, since Christ also pleased 

not himself, but us all. 

But at the same time a preacher must watch and diligently instruct the people lest 

they take such uniform practices as divinely appointed and absolutely binding laws. He 

must explain that this is done for their own good so that the unity of Christian people may 

also find expression in externals which in themselves are irrelevant. Since the ceremonies 

or rites are not needed for the conscience or for salvation and yet are useful and necessary 

to govern the people externally, one must not enforce or have them accepted for any other 

reason except to maintain peace and unity between men. For between God and men it is 

faith that procures peace and unity. 

This I said to the preachers so that they may consider love and their obligation 

toward the people, dealing with the people not in faith‘s freedom but in love‘s submission 

and service, preserving the freedom of faith before God. Therefore, when you hold mass, 

sing and read uniformly, according to a common order—the same in one place as in 

another—because you see that the people want and need it and you wish to edify rather 

than confuse them. For you are there for their edification, as St. Paul says, ―We have 

received authority not to destroy but to build up‖ [II Cor. 10:8]. If for yourselves you 

have no need of such uniformity, thank God. But the people need it. And what are you 

but servants of the people, as St. Paul says, II Corinthians 2 [1:24], ―We are not lords 

over your faith, but rather your servants for the sake of Jesus Christ.‖ 

At the same time, I also ask the people to have patience and not to be astonished if 

differences in teaching and practice are caused by factions and sects. For who can stop 

the devil and his legions? Remember that tares always grow amidst the good seed, as 

every field of God‘s work shows and Christ confirms, Matthew 13 [:24–30]. Again, no 

threshing floor can have only clean corn, but there must be also hulls and straw. And St. 

Paul says, ―In a house there are not only vessels for noble use, but also vessels for 

ignoble uses‖ [II Tim. 9:20]. Some are for eating and drinking, others for carrying and 

cleaning out rubbish and filth. Thus among Christians there must also be factions and 

heretics who pervert faith and love and confuse the people. 

Now if a servant should become disturbed because he found that not all the cups 

in the house were of silver, but that there were also chamber pots and garbage cans, and 

he could not endure this discovery, what would happen? Who can keep house without 

unclean vessels? The same thing is true in Christendom. We cannot expect only to find 

noble vessels, but we must tolerate the ignoble ones as well, as St. Paul says, ―There must 

be factions among you‖ [I Cor. 11:19]. And indeed, my dear friends, from the very fact 

that you discover factions and disunity
*
 among you, you can tell that God gave to you the 

                                                 
*
 WA reads eynickeyt. This appears to be a misprint. 
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true Word and knowledge of Christ. For when you were under the pope, Satan certainly 

left you in peace, and though you might have had none but false teachers, he did not 

cause much dissension among you. But now that the true seed of God‘s Word is with 

you, he cannot bear it; he must sow his seed there too, even as he does here among us 

through the enthusiasts. God also tests you thereby to discover if you will stand fast. 

Nevertheless, both you and your preachers should diligently seek to promote unity 

and to hinder this work of the devil, because God appoints the devil to do this in order to 

give us occasion to prove our unity and in order to reveal those that have stood the test. 

For in spite of all our efforts, enough factions and disunity will remain. St. Paul also 

points this out when he says, II Timothy 2 [:20], that there are both noble and ignoble 

vessels in the same house, and immediately adds, ―If a man purge himself of such people, 

he shall be a vessel sanctified for noble use, useful to his master and ready for every good 

work‖ [vs. 21]. 

Receive this my sincere exhortation kindly, dear friends, and do your part to 

follow it as well as you can. This will prove needful and good for you and be to the honor 

and praise of God, who called you to his light. Now may our Lord Jesus Christ, who has 

begun his work in you, increase the same with grace and fulfill it to the day of his 

glorious coming, so that you together with us may go to meet him with joy and remain 

forever with him. Amen. Pray for us. 

At Wittenberg on the Saturday after Trinity, 1525. 

 


